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alice greenfingers 2 is an extremely fun and unique game that you should give a try. the game puts
you in the shoes of alice as she struggles to create a successful farm of her own. you'll be able to
grow a variety of different crops ranging from tomatoes to grapes as you progress through the
game. you'll need to seed, water, harvest, and sell these plants at the market to rake in the big
bucks. you'll need to take into account market demand and price your crops carefully to make the
most money. this game is fairly simple and easy, incredibly addicting, and lets you play at your own
pace. alice greenfingers 2 is an extremely fun and unique game that you should give a try. a simple
and addicting game where you are tasked with making your own farm. just click and drag to plant
the seeds, water the plants, and harvest the crops. you'll be able to grow a variety of different crops
ranging from tomatoes to grapes as you progress through the game. in order to make the most
money from your farm you need to take into account market demand and price your crops carefully.
an easy-to-learn and addicting game that really puts you in the shoes of the player. your main
objective is to plant, water, harvest, and market your crops. you'll be able to grow a variety of
different crops ranging from tomatoes to grapes as you progress through the game. this game
requires you to take into account market demand and price your crops carefully to make the most
money. alice greenfingers is an extremely fun and unique game that you should give a try. in this
game, you are a farmer who has just inherited a farm from your father. you need to make it into a
successful business by planting, watering, harvesting, and selling your crops. you'll be able to grow a
variety of different crops ranging from tomatoes to grapes as you progress through the game. this
game requires you to take into account market demand and price your crops carefully to make the
most money.
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as the game progresses, the crops and harvest increase, and your farm gets larger and more
efficient. with alice's help, you can increase your profit by selling produce at the market. the game

has no goal, just time to take care of your farm. as you level up, you'll also unlock new items for your
farm to purchase, including fertilizer, seeds, and the watering can. alice greenfingers 2 was released
in 2005. it is created by a russian software developer. the game is registered for mac and windows,
and it supports directx 7, windows xp or later. the game is also compatible with the standard game
controller and it can be run with low configuration requirements. the game is available in english.
description: uncle berry is a little eccentric and rather lazy, and over the years, his small farm has
grown into a tangle of dandelions and forgotten apples. when alice arrives, he's eager to put her
right to work. since berry refuses to leave his chair on the porch, she's going to need your help.

using the mouse, you'll direct alice to pick weeds and apples, dig garden beds, plant seeds, walk the
dog, or take produce to the market &#8212 whatever berry has in mind. don't worry. berry is so lazy

that he'll never leave the porch to check on you, so once you've learned the basics, you dig, grow,
and sell any way you like. alice greenfingers is a fun family game and a new free version is available.
thanks to the people on the game forum for the great feedback! play free or try it for money! how do
you like it? alice greenfingers is a fun family game and a new free version is available. thanks to the
people on the game forum for the great feedback! play free or try it for money! how do you like it?
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